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If you are looking for Professional Inexpensive Cloud Hosting, Cloud Managed Servers, cPanel Cloud
Server with Intel CPU & SSD drives, look for no more; Sam Networks! is the best provider. Samnetworks.IN
provides Powerful cloud Servers with next generation hardware technology; including latest custom OS,
applications. It is one of the reliable, expandable, secure hosting provider. Read more to learn about, how
Samnetworks helped our blog SoftcareCS.
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Our blog www.softcarecs.com has hundreds of WordPress posts and we have been experiencing website
slowness reports from visitors; no matter how much we have tried enable caching, reducing wordpress
plugins. We have changed our website to couple of hosting providers. As you know, Shared Hosting can be
a headache for customers since thousands of customer websites share single server. We planned to move
our website to VPS server & started research to find a best a vps hosting. However, including cPanel with
40GB with best bandwidth, it became expensive for a blog like ours.

As we continued research, we heard about Cloud Shared Hosting by Sam Networks, a small but powerful
hosting company. We contacted their live chat & asked for offers. We could not get a offer price but they
have promised us to get our website files / emails, domain settings migrated to their server for free as well
as they have helped us on many web hosting aspects, where we have never received from any other
hosting providers before.

Let us list how they helped us on website (Cloud cPanel Enterprise R11; plan we selected):

Plan features:
6,000 per year
Nginx / Apache Server
Solid State Disk [SSD]
Latest PHP / MySQL
Disk Quota – 5000MB
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cPanel Control Panel
Quick Upgradeable

Customer support ticket help provided by Sam Networks!:
1. File / database & email migration to their Cloud Shared server.
2. zlib comprssion, mod_deflate & other caching htaccess tweaks.
3. Help on minifying css js contents [as they said].
4. Image optimiation.

 

Our blog was taking around 12-16 seconds on pingdom. But now our website loads within 4 seconds; even
with 25+ wordpress plugins & content.

Don’t believe us? Test yourself at: https://tools.pingdom.com/#!/czB2YD/http://www.softcarecs.com/ . Also,
our post pages from Google loads within 2-3 seconds. For a Shared Cloud Hosting with CMS like
WordPress, this is fantastic!

They have been very transparent to us about technology. You can check out their company page for more
details. Also, they have data centers available in 15 locations worldwide including North America, Europe,
Asia and Australia.

How to contact Sam Networks!

Email: sales@samnetworks.in

Live Chat: https://www.samnetworks.in/chat/index.php

Website: https://www.samnetworks.in
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Address India

Contact Person Samnetworks.IN

Mobile Number 7892033012

Email sales@samnetworks.in

For more details, please visit https://www.ibizexpert.com/detail/cloud-shared-hosting-sam-networks-india-
mangalore-352217
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